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UNMISTAKABLY OLD And doing pretty well, considering....
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Forty-nine previously published newspaper columns on navigating as a dynamic and engaged
old one who understands that the changes that include aging are miniscule weighed against the
changes nowadays.From the long term newspaper column of the same name. The narrator is
normally a self-identified Unmistakably Old female, a humorous and poignant brand-new
character in the current book world. Her philosophy? A drop of humor is the essential oil that will
keep it going. Aging can be an engine in motion.
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A Treasury of Wit and Wisdom Ann Thomas's groundbreaking The Women We Become can be an
in-depth study of folktales and myths that richly illuminate the main topic of women & Dip into
this cornucopia anywhere and you're bound to discover a novel approach to the chosen subject.
They enjoyed it just as much as I did so, and we concur that our moms - who lived lively lives
until they died in their late 80s - could have been roaring with laughter on every web page.
Unmistakably Aged is a collection of lively short essays culled from her effective newspaper
column.! ageing. Thomas's book is definitely a treasury not only of wit and wisdom but of ironic
the bemusement at the follies of our present age. How to carry out pretty well by ageing! I sent
this to my two cousins - both of whom match me in being unmistakably old. I loved this reserve.
With wit, more than a pinch of humor, and thoroughly staying away from any nostalgic pining for
the good old days, the book evokes a sense of recognition in virtually any Unmistakably Old
reader. Marvelous and witty with superb flow. Thomas subtly confronts a few of the more
convoluted and frantic aspects of today’s society that could make use of simplification and a
slower pace of living. She looks back at the same time when there were fewer brands of cereal to
create us reel from over-choice so when the kindly doctor paid leisurely house phone
calls.Shoshana Kobrin, MA, writer of “Roots and Wings: Developing Up in South African
Apartheid.” Witty, Fun, and Delicate Lessons I dashed through this publication, chuckling and
gasping, until I actually finished. I understood after beginning this reserve, that all story was
therefore charming, and at times laugh-out-noisy funny, I had to decelerate, and savor each tale
as though it was a fine chocolate. In her newest book, “Unmistakably Old,” Dr. In her new reserve,
the author takes a lighter tack. Aging does not cause you to old! “Unmistakably Old” by Ann G
Thomas, Ed.D.Created with Humor and Design, Ann G Thomas has given us a gift.Age does put
on on our bones, nonetheless it does not need to wear out our funny bone! This is the one bone
that can bounce and flex and come alive with the freedom old!So many times I have visited
‘mature’ relatives and friends to find myself laughing at the candor and cageyness of those lined,
sweet (and occasionally grouchy) faces. A number of situations in the process of growing older
which Dr. Thomas’s reserve brought the same smile to my face from initial to last page. Each
chapter includes several thematically related columns, syndicated over the years.If you are
feeling like a cranky-slacks today, it is a supplementary great day to learn this book and put a
smile on your own encounter and in your heart. a voice of experience coping with the challenges
provided by an ever-changing world. Take heart! A read to savor. Ann Thomas is a singular,
articulate and witty tone of voice for 'women of a particular age'. Unmistakably wise and funny
I've read "Unmistakably Old, and discovered it a delight. We totally enjoyed this reserve.You can
travel with her to a nearby, to the physician, to the shops getting a new way, with her assistance,
to look at things. Then I went back to the beginning and also have been rereading each chapter
slowly to savor the wit and wisdom.. The topics range from family reunions to training, toilet
paper to social media. They haven't stopped thanking me.. Her brief, very-readable chapters are
filled with insight, humor and wry observations;If you're not “Unmistakably Old”, at this time in
your existence, it may be even more pleasant than you imagine, and value the wait. I made a gift
of the wisdom, by proxy, to many of my contemporaries. A great instruction for navigating the
21st century with humor LOVED this book! HIGHLY RECOMMENDED. Perspective and humor!
Ann Thomas addresses the wants of a sorely under-represented populace. It made me feel so
good about the thought of changing age group and times…In these days of accelerated change it
out is good to get a look at with humor and perspective....Thanks Ann stories and observations
on lifestyle are pure delight. Ann Thomas has a way of gathering the .. I am of this that makes it
all-to-easy to relate with each story, but the magic of Ann Thomas's writing is that it will appeal

to numerous far more youthful than me! Dr. This collection of thoughts, stories and observations
on life are real delight.Ann Thomas includes a way of gathering the reader into her charming
tales of everyday activity,past and present.You'll think she was sitting across from you and
telling a tale. This is even reading for all adults!! Funny and true! I purchased a number of these
books as gifts for my other unmistakably old friends!. I came across myself quietly laughing a lot
and howling with laughter on occasion. It's a wonderful, witty, on the mark work. A number of
situations along the way of growing older . I loved this as my morning hours read and wish to
start out over.. Reading Ms. Thomas addresses with humor and insight. A wonderful publication
to suggest to friends for a chuckle on nearly every page. Nancy MacClellan, MEd
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